Devil’s Punch Bowl Wine & Cheese Hike Report
Saturday, Oct 14
It was a dark & stormy night… nope, that was the night before…
Friday the 13th.
Saturday morning was cool & cloudy; yes it had snowed the night
before, but that did not deter 12 avid hikers from the WWC
participating on an 11.8 k hike.
We met at 10:30 at the trail head of Spirit Sands in Spruce Woods
Provincial Park…
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Barb (& her 4-legged friend Sydney)
Betty (who drove 3 hours to join us!)
Di (who hiked the trail the day before… not sure why- maybe to see if she was up to it?  )
Kari (who we learned makes amazing things out of trash)
James (in the lead as always!)
Olwen (who ensured we explored a new culinary delight- lemon cheese)
Janine (who had to explain that she wasn’t LET OUT of the seniors’ residence, that she actually
worked there)
8) Kristopher (a man of many piercings, who we hope will join us again)
9) Judy (always on the prowl for new sewing ideas- was excited to check out Kari’s purse with a multitude
of compartments)
10) Bert (who also makes wonderful things out of trash, & always takes on the role of WWC shepherd,
bringing in the rear to ensure that none of his flock strayed off the path, or lose anything.)
11) Rick (who bought out Bothwell Cheese in preparation for our hike)
12) Sue (who just came along to observe Rick’s nutritional choices)
It was a perfect day for a hike, as the wet snow made hiking in the sand dunes none too strenuous. We reached
the “Devil’s Punch Bowl” at Noon where we stopped & pooled our lunches for a fabulous meal of cheeses,
croissants, bagels, crackers & chocolate along with perfect pairings of wine, cider, pop & water. (Of course,
everyone’s ideas of pairings was different… kudos for James Don’t-Ever-Carry-More-Than-Necessary, who
overcame his adversity to carrying extra weight by bringing not 1, but 2 bottles of wine!)

By the time we finished lunch, the sun had come out and most of the snow had melted, making for a very pleasant
return hike to the parking lot.

